Creating a Mental Health Plan

Practices and disciplines for wellbeing

Methodist Churches are already doing things for the wellbeing and mental health of their members
and local community - it's what we do!
Part of the process of creating a mental health plan (Standard 1 of the Mental Health Manifesto)
will be to clearly identify what those things are so that: people are empowered to make informed
choices for their own wellbeing, everyone is encouraged to engage in the life of the church, we
ensure that everyone is included through participation and engagement.
The following questions are designed to help your church or circuit meeting identify what you
already do and what you could introduce to implement your mental health plan.

Checking In

Checking in with people is a crucial part of implementing the manifesto. It might be done formally, with
a survey and 'data' collection to inform your leadership team how effective your wellbeing initiatives are.
It might be by using different talking tools, developing an ethos of open conversation.
Spectrum

Step 1: Introduce the discussion: "How confident would you feel talking about your mental health in
church?" 1 - not at all, 10 - completely. There are no 'right' or 'wrong' responses.
Step 2: In person: invite everyone to move to indicate their response - one side of the room would be 1,
the other side 10 and everyone else in between. Online: ask people to hold up fingers to the screen.
Step 3: Provide time for people to feedback about their response.

Pinpointing Activity

How we do things in community can be as important as the intended outcomes. This activity invites
everyone, however they might process information or communicate their thoughts, to participate in
identifying what we do and how that might align with the objectives of the manifesto.
What you need: In person: Post-it notes, pens. Online: Zoom Whiteboard or Google Jamboard
Method: Invite everyone to write down different activities that the church does, from administration
and safeguarding to toddler groups and worship. One activity per post-it/entry.
Once you've exhausted your list, start to 'cluster' the responses. Which activities provide
opportunities to promote the following areas? As you discuss, keep asking the question, 'Why?'
Take a picture /screen capture to include in the minutes.

